Financial Services – Wealth Management

You could provide better service to your clients and
better experiences for your workforce, while streamlining
operations and controlling costs. Here’s how.

ServiceNow connects your teams,
workflows and systems—all on a single,
configurable platform.

How does that help with the problems that matter?

Your clients want a
better experience

Your workforce
wants to
accomplish more

Your processes
need to be more
streamlined

Your risk and
compliance need
to be strengthened

Your workforce

Your processes

Your risk

Your clients want a better experience.
For example: Your clients want faster answers to
routine questions. And on the big questions—from
financial wellness to wealth preservation—they want
advisement that addresses the big picture.

This matters because

Clients are expecting seamless, expert guidance
through a time of transition in their lives. If they’re
dissatisfied, they will go elsewhere.
But now

You can offer your clients self-service
tools that answer routine questions
quickly and easily. And, by integrating
your systems, you can provide your
advisers the end-to-end visibility and
scale they need to deliver the best,
holistic advice.

Your clients

Your processes

Your risk

Your workforce wants to accomplish more.
For example: It takes too long to onboard
new employees.

This matters because

A slow and cumbersome onboarding process
undercuts your ability to get value quickly from new
hires. It’s frustrating for them and costly for you.
But now

With online self-service portals, you can
provide employees a fast and easy way to
get oriented and established on the system.

Your clients

Your risk

Your workforce

Your processes need to be streamlined.
For example: Your employees continue to rely on
disjointed systems and manual processes.

This matters because

Organizational siloes and outdated processes
undermine your employees’ productivity—and
undercut your ability to grow and innovate for
today’s urgent challenges. But now

By digitizing workflows and uniting
systems on an integrated platform,
you empower your teams to work
together seamlessly—and accomplish
more, faster.
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Your processes
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Your risk and compliance need to be stronger.
For example: Your teams are spending too much
time keeping up with compliance requirements.

This matters because

Managing risk and compliance effectively is
essential to the health of your organization—but
also a major drag on organizational resources.
But now

With automated workflows, keeping up with compliance
requirements becomes automatic. You’re always on top
of your obligations, so you can address issues proactively
while reinforcing the security—and building the longterm trust—of your clients.

And that’s just the beginning.

With ServiceNow you can streamline operations. Break down silos.
Free up innovation. And deliver better service to your clients.

Learn more
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